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[1] Digitization discusses how many items were reformatted by the Digitization Services program area, how 
many images this work generated, and how many staff hours were spent conducting the work by all 
relevant staff members in Local History and Genealogy

[2] Information on Ohio Memory is drawn from Google Analytics reports provided by the Ohio History 
Connection from which we track how many users our collections get, how many resources they view, and 
how long they spend with our collections on average. In addition we also track how many total records we 
make available in Ohio Memory, as well as how many individual images/files are constituted in those 
records.

[3] The DPLA / Wikimedia section provides information on an ongoing project to embed TLCPL resources 
into Wikipedia articles for vastly expanded access to those resources. This project utilizes a service 
provided by DPLA to facilitate the work. Information provided here includes how many articles we've added 
resources to, how many times those articles have been viewed, and information on the nature/category of 
the articles. Also included are links to the Ohio Digital Network's statistics dashboard to see how the DPLA 
project in Ohio is doing on a statewide scale, as well as a full list of all individual Wikipedia articles 
enriched.

[4] The Ohio History Connection makes available a crowdsourced transcription tool that Ohio Memory 
partners can add resources to so that members of the public can transcribe them for greater accessibility. 
Information here includes monthly totals for how many resources were transcribed and a cumulative total of 
how many resources are remaining in the que.

[5] Information on all sites built in the Omeka platform, including our LHG Resources guide, our custom 
architecture digital library, the Architecture of Northwest Ohio, and all of our other digital exhibits created in 
Omeka and drawn from a Google Analytics dashboard provided by the Manager Innovation & Strategy from 
which we track how many users our pages get, how many resources they view, and how long they spend 
with our sites on average.


